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2. RESULTS ON PREMIXED COMBUSTION OBTAINED FROM PRIOR D.O.E.

SUPPORT

The variety of problems on premixed ga, flames have been studied under DOE proposal No.

DE-FG02-88ERI3822. A briefa_countoftheresultsobtainedand a listofthepublicationssup-

. portedby this_ant follows.

2.1 Theory of Turbulent Flame Speed.

Turbulent flame propagation is modeled as a passive front moving through a multiple-scale

flow-field, in which large-scale eddies convect small.scale eddies without causing their significant

distortion. Assuming turbulence to be large-sca.led the velocity of flame propagation relative to

| the underlying flow is regarded as a prescribed physico-chemical constant Ut,. It is found that the

| temporal activity of the eddies composing the multiple-scale flow exert a damping influence on the
|
==
| flame front wrinkles. As a result, if the temporal activity of the eddies is low enough, the turbulent

| flame speed UT turns out to be proportional to the flow intensity WRus provided WRMs _ Ut,.li

i Otherwise, UT "_ Utt,-aW_tl_s, where a < 1.
= For moderately high levels of turbulence (WRMs _ 6UL ) the predictions of the theory correlate

reasonably well with the experimental date available. More details may be found in Section (4.1)

of this proposal.

These studies are reported in publications Nos. 1,2,3,4.

2.2 Flame Extinction by Periodic Flow-Field.

The present work is motivated by the observation that the premixed flame propagating through

a turbulent flow is quenched when the intensity of turbulence is strong enough. To illustrate

" the mechanism of the phenomenon a simple flame-flow interaction scheme is proposed. In this

model a time-independent spatially periodic flame-flow configuration is sustained by the underlying

unidirectional periodic flow-field• The analysis, valid for Le > 1 systems, show that the flame

quenches, provided the amplitude (intensity) of the periodic flow exceeds a certain critical level.

More details may be found in Section (4.2) of this proposal.

I.
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.' "' This work is reported in publication No._6.

2.3 Influence of Swirl on the Structure and Extinction of Premixed Flames.

Premixed combustion processes of practical interest occur a.sa rule in turbulent flow.fields and

involve complex fla_e-flow interactions. One of the basic interactions of this type is that imposed

by the rotation of the gas flow crc_sing the flame front. The effects of rotation on the flame shape

and it propagatability Limits may be quite nontrivial.

In the present studies two classical systems are analyzed: the premixed flame stabilized(i) in

the rotating Bunsen burner and (ii) in counterflowing streams with counter and corotating swirl•

It is shown that as the angular velocity of rotation increases, the classical Bunsen cone first

slightly buckles at the tip. Buckling then becomes more prominent and eventually the flame enters

the burner. At sufficiently rapid rotation flame stabilization by the burner rim becomes impossible

and the flame flashes back assuming the shape of a downward moving paraboloid. The theoretical

findings are sustained by experimental observations made on a rotating Bunsen burner.
i

This work is reported in publication No. 6.

Our interest in the counterflow systems was stimulated by the recent experimental studies of

S. Sohrab and his co-workers in which counter-rotating swirl was imposed on bax:k-to-back counter

flow flames by spinning the exit ducts about their common axis in opposite directions. For suitably

high rates of rotation the measured velocity profiles reveal recirculation regions with a radially

inward flow in the neighborhood of the a_is of rotation. In these experiments the lean flammability

limits in methane-Mr and butane-Mr mixtures are found to decrease to a minimum and thereafter

to increase as the rotation rate of the jets is increased and as the recirculation zone appears.

In our theoretical studies the counterflow system was analyzed both numerically and by activa.

tion energy a.symptotics for a one step Arrhenius reaction with small departures from unity Lewis

numbers. Density changes due to heat release are fully taken into account. The results obtained

capture all the major features of observations, including non-monotonicity of the dependency of

the lean flammability limits on the reaction heat.

These works are reported in publications Nos. 7 and 8.

As a by-product of o,_r preoccupation with rotating systems we also described i) the buoyancy

sustained premixed flame propagating in the horizontal duct and ii) explained the phenomenon of

nonplanar flame configurations in counterflow systems, observed in some experimental studies.

These works are reported in publications Nos. 9 and 10.
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' .' 2.4 Propagation and Extinction of Non.ready Spherical Flame Fronts.

' Outward and inward propagating spherical flame fronts are studied analytically by activation "

energy asymptotics and nl, merically using adaptive methods. Effects of Lewis number, curvature,

heat loss and thermal expansion on propagation rates and extinction conditions are examined.

Results are compared to recent experimental observations of expanding spherical flame fronts in

mixtures near the flammability limits, lt is found that many of the features of the experiment

results are described by the proposed model.

With regard to the problem of the inward propagating spherical flame it is shown that at Lewis

numbers exceeding unity the burning rate and the flame speed gradually increase as the spherical

flame approaches its center. At small Lewis numbers the picture is quite the opposite. The burning

rate and the flame speed slow down and at some finite distance from the center the flame goet_ out.

It is found that despite quenching, the flame manages to consume all the fuel available. There is

no residual reactant after extinction.

These works are reported in publications Nos. 11 and 12.

2.5 Geometrically Invariant Formulation of the Intrinsic Dynamics of Premixed Flames.

The range of validity of the existing weakly nonlinear equation for the intrinsic dynamics of

the flame interface is limited only to mildly distorted planar flames.

The equation, therefore, is associated with a highly specialized system of coordinates. The

present work waz motivated by the desire to remove this restriction and to obtain a ge<_metrically

invariant formulation for the dynamics of flame evolution. The problem was successfully solved by

neglecting the vorticity production at the flame interface* and assuming that the typical radius of

ct_rvature of the flame is large compared with its thermo-diffusive width.

These studies _.re reported in publications Nos. 13 and 14.

2.6 Nonlinear Dynamics of Oscillatory Regime of Premixed Combustion.

Analytically obtaining nonlinear evolution equations for pulsating (and for spinning) modes of

flame propagation in Le > 1 systems is a difficult problem of combustion theory.

The main technical obstacle here is the absence of any natural separation of scales in the

starting equations; as a result, even though the flame evolution may often be considere<L _ "slow",

;t satisfactory formalism to handle these nonlinear systems has not yet been found,

* This is asymptotically correct when thermal expansion is weak.
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.' '", .The present studies aim at achieving this goal. The new method proposed here consists

. . of embedding the original problem in a more general extended framework ivia t'he introduction

of an auxiliary parameter /J) for which separation of scales naturally shows up. Upon use of

the perturbation series about the bifurcation point in extended parameter space, an approximate

evolution equation can be obtained. It is then extrapolated back to the original situation (_ = 1).

The obtained evolution equation possesses a number of intuitively desirable features (e.g. stable

limit cycles) which hitherto were 'aor feasible through conventional bifurcational analysis.

These studies are reported in publications Nos. 15 and 16.

2.7 Pattern Formation in Premixed Flames.

Spontaneouspatternformationisone ofthemost intriguingand challengingareasofclassical

phenomology. Despiteconsiderableprogressachievedin the understandingof one-dimensional

systems,therearestillmany uncertaintieswithregardtothesystemsofhigherdimensions.Open

questionsremainas to why certainperiodicpatternsare preferabletoothersand why periodic

structuresformat all.One suchexamplemay be foundinthetheoryofflamepropagation.

TJ"moleculardiffusivityofthedeficientreactantexceedsthermalconductivityofthecombustible

mixture,the planarllaraeloosesitsstabilityand spontaneouslyassumesa cellularstructure.In

suitablychosendimensionsunitstheevolutionequationfortheperturbeddownward propagating

flamereads

¢, + + 2v' + v'¢ + = 0 (#)

where G is a scaled gravity acceleration.

The basic solution (@ = cont) is linearly stable or unstable depending on where G is larger or

smaller than unity.

The numerical solution of Eq(#) shows that near the stability threshold (G = 1), instead of

the time-dependent chaotically recombining ceUulax structure, known to occur in freely propagating

flames (G = 0), the flame assumes a time-independent regular hexagonal pattern. Moreover, this

hexagonal pattern survives even for the values of G slightly above unity, indicating the subscribed

nature of bifurcation at G = 1. The numerical data are compared with the pertinent approximate

analytical solution obtained by straightforward asymptotic expansion around G = 1.

Under other geometric and hydrodynamic conditions the cellular flame may assume such shapes

as a planar travelling wave or even a uniformly spinning regular polyhedral pyramid. Such a

structure sometimes emerges on a Bunsen burner and is known to be the earliest observation of
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' 'c_/llulax flame instability. Although the physical reasons for the polyhedral flames are quite clear,

. the actual mathematical description of this striking phenomenon is still missing.

Recently, Buckmaster (SIAM J. Appl. Math. 1982) proposed an interesting bimodaJ bifur-

cationM approach which made it possible to construct a set of travelLing-wave solutions for a

one-dimensional variamt of Eq(#). An appropriate extension of Buckmaster's analysia permits de-

scription of spinning polyhedral structures sometimes observed in downward propagating flames in

vertical tubes.

These studies of Eq(#) are reported in publ_ications Nos. 17 and 18.

It is well known that in the range of larger-scale perturbations the principal influence respon-

sible for spontaneous flame instability is that of a purely hydrodynamic origin and conditioned by

the thermal expansion of the burned gins. This effect is always present in large scale flames. In

suitably chosen units the evolution equation describing dynamic_ of the perturbed planar flame in

the region of hydrodynamic instability (Le > 1) reads:

1 f leik(x_x,'I't + _-(V'I')_ -- _'_ + _ Ik ),_(x,t)dkdx. (##)

Previous numerical studies of this equation restricted to moderately wide domains, have shown

that in the course of its evolution the flame a_sumes a single cusp configuration, irrespective of

the initial data and size of the domain. This character of flame instability is in agreement with

the known observations of small sca.le laboratory flames. However, experiments with unconfined

large-scale flames and small-scale flames in high-pressure closed vessels indicate the emergence of

a secondary (cellular) structure.

Stimulated by these observations more extensive numerical experiments with Eq(##) have

been conducted. It is shown that while in sufficiently small-scale systems spontaneous instability

appears in the guise of cusp-shaped flames - in larger-scale flames this configuration indeed axquires

a fine cellular structure with the cells constantly subdividing and merging in a chaotic manner.

qi This work is reported in publication No. 19.

i The considerable amount of progress achieved in the last fifteen years in the understanding ofthe intrinsic dynamics of premixed flames is reviewed in the solicited paper for the Proc. Roy. Soc.

i London. (Publication No. 20).

2.8 Work in Progress.

We are currently working on the following three projects.

5
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' ,' ' " The first one deals with the evaluation _ the effective transport coefficients in multiple-scale

, .flow-fields. This study, apart from its 0wn interest, is a necessary step towards the further devel-
0

opment of the cascade models of turbulent combustion (cf. Section (4.1) of this proposal).

The second project is the formulation of the theory of slot burner polyhedral flames. This

work is conducted in collaboration with Professor C.K. Law of Princeton University.

The third project concerns a mathematical description of so-called "tulip" flames wtlich are

frequently observed in closed vessel combustion and which attracted much attention in recent years.

This problem is studied in collaboration with Dr. G. Joulin of Uaiversit_ de Poitiers, France.

We aim to complete these studies within the next six months so as to bring a successful
I

conclusion to the present program.
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